Dean Emerson
Honored Guest
At Reception
Seven Hundred Inspect
Rogers Building
Opening
DR. COMPTON PRESIDES
Seven hundred guests attended the reception for Dean William Emerson and family members of the School of Architecture, held last night in the new Rogers Building from 8 to 11.
President Karl T. Compton and the members of the Corporation were on hand to the huge number of guests. Some guests were from New York for the occasion. An inspection of the new structure and entertainment in the shape of architectural work were highlighted.

Reception in Lobby
The windows are open and the talk in the lobby of the new Rogers Building, where a specially designed dormitory formed the background for the reception line. Those who joined President and Mrs. Compton in receiving the guests were Dean and Mrs. Emerson, Dr. and Mrs. Keynes, Bush, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin E. Webster, Sr., and Mrs. Philip Stockton, Mr. Charles J. Maginnis, president of the American Institute of Architects; Mr. John T. Watson, president of the Boston Society of Architects; Professor and Mrs. Alfred Henry Belcher; Professor Emeritus, William H. Lawrence, and professors and Mrs. Frederick J. Adam.

Christmas Dance Features Santa
Missoulet And Gifts Will Add Novelty To Dormitory Infiltration
Santa Claus, gifts, refreshments, and music are among the specialties which have been planned to make the Dorm Christmas Dance on Friday night in Walker one of the most informal and enjoyable of the season. The identity of Santa Claus and all plans concerning his arrival at the dance have been kept secret, but rumors have leaked out that in case there is no snow to provide Santa with transportation, Santa will take with him from Michigan, a police record. He was arrested for the annual conference of the society. The award to his department in 1931. Since then he has carried an extensive search on business and economic problems. He is leading a student in the Tech Peace Federation.

Murphy and Joseph McHugh, alias Dennais Carey, face charges of breaking and entering, but were put on probation last July 31. Caught at Sixth Floor, Greendale, he was arrested by John L. McKeever, '40, occupant of the room, and transferred to Notre Dame. At the time of the arrest, he was sleeping in the back room, and according to his statement, he was asleep when the door was opened by a slight noise. Looking about, he perceived two forms entering his clothes.

"What do you want?" he asked.
"That or we'll let you have it!" was the reply he received. "Where's your wallet?"

Mershouis Enters
At this point, made suspicious by the noise, Mershouis entered through the dormitory. After entering the dormitory, the boy followed the door connecting the two rooms. The boys running in the dormitory, he ran down the hall, fast coming in front of the dormitory, and then swerving in the opposite direction.

Mershouis entered Murphy before the conference on Business, Society, and Economics.

C. J. Friedrich
To Speak Here
Technology Peace Federation
Hears Propaganda Talk
This Afternoon
"Propaganda" will be the subject of an address by Prof. C. J. Friedrich before the Peace Federation this afternoon at 4 o'clock in 120. Prof. C. J. Friedrich, Professor of Government at Harvard, is an authority on an intensive study of propaganda and its influence for a number of years. He will discuss methods for the fight against the dictatorial methods of propaganda. Prof. Friedrich has written several books on political science, "Propaganda Policy in the Making, Federation Gets Contribution

The Technology Peace Federation has received a substantial contribution from an unknown source for its campaign to carry on its work this fall year, and to prove that the organization is necessary at Technology and worthy of financial support.

Suspect After Questioning

MEDHUGH ARRESTED BY POLICEMAN

M McHugh called face from photographers

Police Seek Link With 4 Other Thefts, Hold Pair in $10,000 Bail

On trial today after being captured by two Technology students in a chase through a dormitory hall early Saturday morning, John W. Murphy and Joseph McHugh, alias Dennis Carey, face charges of breaking and entering and larceny.

Prof. Schell
Eavns Award
Gilbert Medal Presented
To Course 15 Head For Fine Work

This year's winner of the Gilbert Medal for Management Advancement is Professor Harry W. Schell, head of the Department of Business and Engineering Administration. The award is made annually by the Society for the Advancement of Management to that person who, in its opinion, has made the most outstanding contribution to industrial engineering and management.

Professor Schell is prominent in a number of organizations, including the Society of Management Engineers and the Administrative Management Society. He is also a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the American Society of Civil Engineers.

For the award of the medal, Mr. Herbert Weaver, Dr. Lillian B. Gilbreth, Mr. George Trask, and Mr. Allan B. Magone, the committee announced its decision at the annual conference of the society in New York.
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DONT ACT THE FOOL IN PUBLIC

The fraternities for years have made themselves ridiculous by their initiation in public, and it is significant that the interfraternity conference realizes the evils of this system and has taken steps to correct it. By going on record against "sailor" demonstrations in public, they did not overstep their very meagre authority, but have voiced their opinion on the subject.

There is nothing in their decision that can put any pressure on the groups that do not live up to the spirit of this sentiment, and there was no attempt to define the acts that would be considered as violations. The groups that have been taking advantage of the rest of the fraternities by putting them all in a bad light is the eye of the public, and in the eye of the Institute authorities, it is hoped, will understand the reasons for this move and take the proper steps to correct their ways.

It is peculiar that fraternity initiation still run to public display when it is seldom in the minds of a certain group of people, but there are very strong reasons why it should be enough to clamp down and stop the looking.

LOVE FINDS THE ENGINEER

In recent years, the complaint that the Tech student was more machine than man has slackened noticeably. Courses in humanities and liberal subjects have done much to humanize the embryonic scientist. Recognition of the definitely human attractiveness of M.I.T. men comes now from neighboring Simmons College. For quite a while the Simmons drama group has chosen Institute men over thespians from all other local male schools to play opposite them in their productions.

A well-conducted poll taken last week indicates that Tech is the favorite men's college of the average Simmons lass. Harvard and Dartmouth come first, after Tech. Simmons, we congratulate you; your taste is irrefutable.

ELECTIONS


The shop with a definite Santa Claus, the separate spot in the dormitories should be opened here last night. Also asso- ciated with Simmons' results in the office of Agriculture and Incidental Music by Alexander Haas. Members of the supporting cast include Jane Walker, Percy Warren, Joe Seymour, Tom Shew, Clai- re Weller, and Phillip Coddington.

The concert will be Haydn's Symphony in D Minor, with special arrangements by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Dr. Serge Kous- novsky, conductor, in the weekend with Francis C. Kiem. Piano and orchestra will cooperate in a rendition of Vladimir Dukas's "Das Rheingold." Other numbers on the bill will include "The Planetary Suite" of Gustav Holst, "The Merchant of Venice," which opens here next week. Also asso- ciated in the presentation of Thoren Walker's new opera is Herman Max. Settings are by Doris Arnason, and incidental music by Alexander Haas. Members of the supporting cast include Jane Walker, Percy Warren, Joe Seymour, Tom Shew, Claire Weller, and Phillip Coddington.

The shop with a definite Santa Claus, the separate spot in the dormitories should be opened here last night. Also asso- ciated with Simmons' results in the office of Agriculture and Incidental Music by Alexander Haas. Members of the supporting cast include Jane Walker, Percy Warren, Joe Seymour, Tom Shew, Clai- re Weller, and Phillip Coddington.

LEONARD TENCH

In recent years, the complaint that the Tech student was more machine than man has slackened noticeably. Courses in humanities and liberal subjects have done much to humanize the embryonic scientist. Recognition of the definitely human attractiveness of M.I.T. men comes now from neighboring Simmons College. For quite a while the Simmons drama group has chosen Institute men over thespians from all other local male schools to play opposite them in their productions.

A well-conducted poll taken last week indicates that Tech is the favorite men's college of the average Simmons lass. Harvard and Dartmouth come first, after Tech. Simmons, we congratulate you; your taste is irrefutable.
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The shop with a definite Santa Claus, the separate spot in the dormitories should be opened here last night. Also asso- ciated with Simmons' results in the office of Agriculture and Incidental Music by Alexander Haas. Members of the supporting cast include Jane Walker, Percy Warren, Joe Seymour, Tom Shew, Clai- re Weller, and Phillip Coddington.

The concert will be Haydn's Symphony in D Minor, with special arrangements by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Dr. Serge Kous- novsky, conductor, in the weekend with Francis C. Kiem. Piano and orchestra will cooperate in a rendition of Vladimir Dukas's "Das Rheingold." Other numbers on the bill will include "The Planetary Suite" of Gustav Holst, "The Merchant of Venice," which opens here next week. Also asso- ciated in the presentation of Thoren Walker's new opera is Herman Max. Settings are by Doris Arnason, and incidental music by Alexander Haas. Members of the supporting cast include Jane Walker, Percy Warren, Joe Seymour, Tom Shew, Clai- re Weller, and Phillip Coddington.

120 BOYLSTON STREET PHONE HANCOCK 1581

NORTH SHORE'S FINEST

We carry a complete line of S.S. Pierce's Wines and Spirits

EXTRA QUALITY WINES & LIQUEURS AT MODERATE PRICES

You can save 10% on your meals at WALKER

LET MUSIC RING OUT

Be a Musician on your Merry Christmas with MERRY CHRISTMAS! a worthy gift for the Solicitor's, Music Lover, Raised Colleague, Concertiviary and Student.

XMAS GIFT BASKETS & BOXES

To Suit the Individual Tastes

FREE DELIVERY

Call HANcock 9000—extension 207.

JORDAN-CHARMS COMPANY

Gentlemen! YOUR GIFTS "To the Ladies" ARE IN OUR Bashful Santa Shop

The shop with a definite Santa Claus—the separate spot in a separate building for Men—where you can buy Her gift without stuttering. It's not only that a bull in a china shop is at ease compared to gentlemen trying with perfume bottles and frilly you-know-whats... it's that we know a definitely flask-like wife who got chiffs once, and that the number of vice-versas is even more appalling.

So we've done all the footwork for you—in gathered in one place everything that would boost your stock—staffed the shop with personable young ladies to caution as well as commerce. We charge $2 for Non-Dandy Caps and soar mildly to $200 if You've Made Up Your Mind... and we wrap, fig and truck one as gracefully as the other.

If you're not selling even to creme is Call HANCOCK 9000—extension 107.

BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY

687 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

HOLLIS FLOWER SHOP

Specializing in Special Rates to Tech Students.

87 MASS. AVE., BOSTON

CHERRY STREET PHONE KENmore 6740

DO YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN SAVE 10% ON YOUR MEALS AT WALKER

By Use Of Our Coupon Book

Immerse yourself in an ocean of brilliant light with our special deals. The shop with a definite Santa Claus—the separate spot in a separate building for Men—where you can buy Her gift without stuttering. It's not only that a bull in a china shop is at ease compared to gentlemen trying with perfume bottles and frilly you-know-whats... it's that we know a definitely flask-like wife who got chiffs once, and that the number of vice-versas is even more appalling.

So we've done all the footwork for you—in gathered in one place everything that would boost your stock—staffed the shop with personable young ladies to caution as well as commerce. We charge $2 for Non-Dandy Caps and soar mildly to $200 if You've Made Up Your Mind... and we wrap, fig and truck one as gracefully as the other.

If you're not selling even to creme is Call HANCOCK 9000—extension 107.

SIXTH FLOOR IN THE STORE FOR MEN

JOHN W. LEWIS
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Merry Christmas

The logical store to shop for your gifts for the Musicians, Music Lover, Bailed Colleague, Concertiviary and Student.

114 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY

PHONE HANCOCK 1581

FENNELL'S

59 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

QUALITY WINES & LIQUORS AT MODERATE PRICES

We carry a complete line of S.S. Pierce's Wines and Spirits

XMAS GIFT BASKETS & BOXES

To Suit the Individual Tastes
Hoosters Win Second, Play Tonight

Basketball Team Wins Second In Row

New Hampshire Bows To Tech Quintet In Close Game

Counting 43 points to 39 by the defeated Manchester team Tuesday, the New Hampshire basketball team rang up its second victory of the season. Howard Sample, '41, featured in the game which was played at Durham, by scores of 18 points.

Within thirty seconds after the start of the game, Sample made a shot from near the floor. This was quick to start the game. The fresh Northmen were completely foxed.

Farrell, '40, and Thomas Creamer, '40, snatched the hall after each basket was made with a longer pass, faking and cutting team, leading by three points at the half.

The New Hampshire team was wary of the gamed, Samuels, '41, featured in the game, scoring 18 points.

The recently waxed floor of the game, Samuels sank a shot of the gamed, Samuels, '41, featured in the game, scoring 18 points.

Counting 43 points to 39 by the defeated Manchester team Tuesday, the New Hampshire basketball team rang up its second victory of the season. Howard Sample, '41, featured in the game which was played at Durham, by scores of 18 points.

New Hampshire used a new cut and move style of play in which the whole team rushed to their opponent's goal as soon as the ball was in their possession. This left the other team with a comparatively unguarded obstacle. The recently waxed floor of the gamed, Samuels sank a shot of the gamed, Samuels, '41, featured in the game, scoring 18 points.

1st Half: M.I.T. 15, New Hampshire 12

2nd Half: M.I.T. 26, New Hampshire 21

M.I.T. took the lead in the first half, putting up a score of 15-12.

In the second half, the home team came back to tie, going 26 points to 21.

Tech Squash Team Wins Second

Tech Also Beat Harvard On Wednesday. Fresh Lost To Crimson

Last Saturday afternoon on the Tech squash courts, the M.I.T. Belgian Racquet team defeated Westbury, 8 to 1.

Bob Miller, '41, Alex Thackara, '39, and Al Barton, '40, playing numbers 1, 2, and 4 respectively, defeated their opponents. Alex winning 8-4, and the other winning by scores of 9-6.

Bill Sheehan, '39, playing number 4, and Art Arguedas, playing number 6, each won 5-3, after the deciding games had gone to decision.

Varsity Beat Harvard "B" Wednesday

Against the Harvard "B" team on the University Club 4-1. Carl Leek, 24, playing number one, was the only winner.

Mr. Fresh Lose to Harvard Freshman

On Friday, the Freshman team lost to the Harvard Freshman 4-1. Jack Smoot, won 8-1, while Frank Howard and Ted Bogler were rounds out 3-2. All three matches were played at Tech. The second Freshman team went to the Harvard Medical School on Friday and were easily trounced 5-0.

During Christmas vacation several

Brooklyn Beats Tech In Close Wrestling Match

Two wrestling matches were played in Brooklyn, one by a score of 5 to 0 in the first match of the season. Varsity won 5-0. However, the match was much closer than the score indicates.

Eight out, headed by Oakland John V. Vavereer, '39, inside the trip. The team was well trained and in good form, but had luck kept them from winning. The 135 lb. class match was won by David R. Wang, '39, the 175 lb. class match taken by John A. Kenderup, '40.

Coach Rich's team faces Wesleyan, team which they have never met to discuss, next Tuesday. The prospects for a victory are good.
According to Cambridge police, the suspects gave an entirely different explanation when questioned by officers in a Walnut lavatory immediately upon their arrival at the scene.

This also, according to information gained from the police, said that the first suspect followed a man they met on a Harvard Square Massachussets Station bus into the dormitories. Having lost sight of him upon entering the old dorms they went into MacKerron's halls, since they thought they had seen him enter there.

The two youths are suspected of being involved in one or more of four robberies committed in Technology Quadrangle and dormitories within the past two weeks. For this reason the Boston police have taken an active interest in the case.

Murphy, age 25, gave his address as 6 Madison Street, Boston, Mass. Ave., Boston, Tel. CO. 1009.

Robberies
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According to information gained from the police, said that they followed a man they met on a Harvard Square Massachussets Station bus into the dormitories. Having lost sight of him upon entering the old dorms they went into MacKerron's rooms, since they thought they had seen him enter there.

Two of the wallets stolen last Thursday morning were recovered Saturday and turned over to the police. Accordi

The two youths are suspected of being involved in one or more of four robberies committed in Technology Quadrangle and dormitories within the past two weeks. For this reason the Boston police have taken an active interest in the case.

Murphy, age 25, gave his address as 6 Madison Street, Boston, Mass. Ave., Boston, Tel. CO. 1009.
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According to information gained from the police, said that they followed a man they met on a Harvard Square Massachussets Station bus into the dormitories. Having lost sight of him upon entering the old dorms they went into MacKerron's rooms, since they thought they had seen him enter there.

Two of the wallets stolen last Thursday morning were recovered Saturday and turned over to the police. Accordingly the Boston police have taken an active interest in the case.